Pigs
Buildings
Benefiting from an extraordinary experience
feedback from more than 60 countries, and
with more than 200 constructions per year,
C-Lines has been able to adapt and offer
high quality pigs houses that are bio secured
and resistant to any weather condition.
Designed in France, C-LINES offers different
types of pig houses to meet the highest
requirements.

Turnkey solution
A premium range, varied and always in evolution

A premium range, varied and always in evolution
C-LINES offers different types of pig houses to meet the highest requirements. These buildings
offer the best performance in terms of environmental control and biosecurity. Animal welfare
is one of our priorities, thus maximizing the feed conversion rate and meat production. Our
design will guarantee you a minimum energy consumption, and easy maintenance.
Two main ranges are offered across the globe to meet different cost and quality requirements.
GENERATION ® : Having acquired experience in the construction of large industrial farms,
C-Lines knows how to preserve high-end assets for high profitability requirements.
EVOLUTION ® : Our catalog of options will offer products ranging from the so-called «functional»
building to the «turnkey» building

Structure
It consist of thin galvanized steel sections, or heavy duties frames at 275gr / m² and fully
bolted. The lightness of our structures allows us to offer unparalleled spans and therefore
have no post inside buildings. (Farrowing buildings)
A structure with durable performance and challenging all weather conditions!
Variant bays from 3m to 5m allow us to avoid also pig boxes in case of internal posts.

Claddings and ceilings
The flat ceiling: promoted on all our pig projects, accelerates the air flow of ventilation and
is also accessible for cleaning and avoid hot spots. The ceiling can be realized in PVC metal
sheets, sandwich panels, or any other special coated surface.
A perfectly smooth inner wall and a strong coating allows easy cleaning and uninterrupted
ventilation and rust apparition.
Benefiting from an extraordinary experience feedback from more than 60 countries, and with
more than 200 constructions per year, C-lines has been able to adapt and offer high quality
frames that are resistant to any weather condition.
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